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Abstract
The weakly electric fish Gnathonemus petersii uses active electrolocation for non-visual orientation and object detection. Fish emit
brief electric signals, which build up an electric field around their body. Nearby objects project electric images onto the fish’s skin,
which are perceived by epidermal electroreceptors, enabling the animal to discriminate between objects and to detect their electric
properties. To test up to what distance object recognition is possible and whether complex backgrounds influence the discrimination
performance, animals were trained to detect various objects of different sizes and shapes in front of different stagnant or moving
backgrounds. Our results show that G. petersii is able to distinguish between objects up to a distance of about 3 cm even in complete
darkness. Moving backgrounds improve the discrimination distance up to 4 cm. Using electric fish as models, underwater robots can
be given an electric sense, which will enable them to navigate in dark or turbid environments. Our bionic approach will allow the
robots to detect and analyse objects and recognize different object properties such as material composition, size and shape. Object
recognition based on active electrolocation will still be possible in opaque surroundings where visual orientation is impossible.
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1. Introduction
Since the early 1950s it is known that so-called weakly electric fish generate electrical signals with a special electric
organ in their tail. The fish use active electrolocation for object detection and orientation in their environment even
in complete darkness. During each electric organ discharge (EOD) an electric field builds up around the fish [1]. The
animal perceives its own electrical emissions with epidermal electroreceptor organs distributed over almost the entire
skin surface. Each object near the fish changes the electric field in a specific way which will project an ‘electric image’
onto the skin surface [2].
Even in complete darkness, fish can detect and discriminate between objects by analysing their electric Images
- a process called active electrolocation [3]. It is known that the African mormyrid fish Gnathonemus petersii can
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.electrically detect object features, such as material, size, shape and distance [4]. In this project, we determined up to
what distance G. petersii can discriminate between objects of different shapes (metal pyramid versus metal cube) or
of different sizes (small - 2 × 2 × 2 cm3 - versus large 3 × 3 × 3 cm3 - metal cubes) during active electrolocation. In
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Fig. 1. Results of the discrimination tests when a small (S+) and a large metal cube (S−) were presented. On the x-axes the object distance and
on the y-axes the percentage of correct choices is given. The red line marks the 70% discrimination threshold. (a, b) Discrimination performance
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ot various distances when objects were placed in front of two stagnant and one or two moving backgrounds; (c) Control experiments comparing
iscrimination performance with 3 cm away objects under dim light and dark conditions.
ddition, we measured whether the presence of different types of backgrounds (non-moving metal, plastic or water
lant; and moving plastic or water plant backgrounds) can interfere with object discrimination. The aim of this project
s to transfer the results of our biological studies concerning object detection during active electrolocation to a prototype
f an anguilliform underwater robotic system (ANGELS = Anguilliform robot with electric sense). This bio-inspired
ense will allow the robot to detect and analyse objects and recognize different object properties such as material
omposition, size and shape. The ANGELS robot is supposed to recognize objects electrically even in non-transparent
e.g. polluted) environments where visual orientation is impossible.
. Material and Methods
In order to find the maximal discrimination distance and the influence of backgrounds, fish were trained in a food
ewarded two-alternative forced-choice procedure. The test aquarium was divided into two compartments by a plastic
artition, which contained two gates. The fish were trained to discriminate between two objects, one of which was
ositioned behind each gate. Each object was presented at distances between 1 and 5 cm behind the corresponding
ate. The fish had to swim through the “correct” gate in order to make a decision and receive a food reward.
. Results
Our results show that G. petersii is able to discriminate between metal objects of different sizes and shapes up to a
istance of between 3 and 4 cm (Fig. 1). While stagnant metal backgrounds affected object discrimination negatively,
iscrimination performance was unaffected by stagnant plastic backgrounds. Interestingly, fish were significantly better
n discriminating when the objects were placed in front of a moving plastic or a moving water plant background (red
ircles in Fig. 1). This indicates that movement in the environment plays an important role for object identification by
ncreasing the electrolocation distances. The results of control experiments in complete darkness show that the fish do
ot use their visual or any other senses to discriminate between the objects (Fig. 1c).
. Conclusion
Our data show that G. petersii is able to discriminate between objects of different shapes and sizes up to a distance of
bout 3.5 cm. In the presence of complex and moving backgrounds discrimination thresholds increase to a distance of
ore than 4 cm. Movements in the environment improve active electrolocation by increasing the detection distance of
tationary objects. These results indicates that the recognition of object features by the fish during active electrolocation
s better than was previously expected based on the physical superposition effects of the electric images when several
bjects are present.
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